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Navy Exclusive.
Energetic body kit, original styling stickers, and 

rich interior of the Navy Exclusive, made of 

leather and Alcantara®, ensure top SUV-like 

comfort and give the vehicle a unique look.



Body kit.
The Navy Exclusive has been tweaked 

with a new body kit, painted to match the 

body colour.
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Energetic style.
Energetic colours and styling stickers make the 

Navy stand out from other vehicles, wherever 

it goes.



Luxury interior.
Nissan Navy Exclusive a car for the most de-

manding customers. The whole interior and 

plastic parts have been upholstered with leather 

and original, Italian Alcantara®. The interior is 

full of handcraft variations: decorative seams, 

unique embossing and laser engraving.
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Steering wheel.
The steering wheel has been meticulously 

mastered, reshaped and trimmed with natural 

leather, which makes riding the Navy Exclusive  

a real pleasure.



CONVERSION

/ Body kit
elements coated with black protective paint:

elements painted to match the body colour: 

front bumper
bonnet lip
headlight frames
rear light frames
front arch extensions
rear arch extensions
rear spoiler
rear bumper
fuel filler covers

/ Wheels
18" alloy wheels
All Terrain T/A tyres

/ Styling
exterior graphic styling stickers
arch extension decorss
limited edition plaque

/  Leather black and orange upholstery by Carlex Design
leather front seats
leather rear seats
dashboard trimmed with Alcantara® and leather
headliner and pillars trimmed with Alcantara®
leather gear knob shroud
door panels trimmed with leather and Alcantara®
leather central console
leather cetral armrest
leather handbrake lever
painted eparts
laser-engraved motifs in leather

/ Car floor mats

/ Steering wheel modification
reshaping
trimming with black and orange leather and Alcantara®

SELECTED ACCESSORIES

/ Additional central bonnet cover

/ Suspension
Pedders suspension lift kit ca. 30mm

/ Lazer
LED roof light bar with mounting brackets

/ Pickup Design V8 Exhaust Sound System
application-controlled 

/ Carlex Design Terrain side steps 

/ Pickup Design City1 side sills

/ Pickup Design City2 side steps

/ Full size spare wheel

/ Roller lid shutter
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